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Open Minutes of the Meeting held at Dean 
and Smedley on Wednesday 13th October 2021 
at 10:30  
  

 

Attendee  Position  Organisation   Contractor Group  

Lucy Dean Chair Dean and Smedley  AIMp 

Martin Wilson (MW) Treasurer Well Pharmacy  CCA 

Peter Prokopa (PP)  Chief Officer   South Staffs LPC     

Alison Crompton (AC)  Member  PCT Healthcare Ltd   AIMp  

Narinder Chahal (NC)  Member  N&J Chemists    IND  

Chris Ward (CW)  Member  Boots UK    CCA  

Jeet Patel (JP) Member Morrisons Pharmacy  CCA 

Kieran Eason  Member Eason Pharmacy  IND 

Simon Hay (SH) Engagement & 
Support Officer  

South Staffs LPC   

Sam Cadman (SC) Member Lloyds Pharmacy  CCA 

Indy Grewal Member Coven Pharmacy  IND 

Apologies     

Jonathan Bridgett (JB) Member  Tesco Pharmacy  CCA 

Mohammed Eshak 
(ME) 

Member Stafford Health and 
Wellbeing Pharmacy 

 IND 

  
Agenda – Members only – 10:30 

1021.1 Welcome and Apologies. 
Apologies from Mo Eshak, Jonathan Bridgett and Andrea Hawkins 

1021-2 Declarations of Interest 
SH – CHS 
CW – Boots NSCR application at Orbital Centre, Cannock 

 
1021-3 Minutes 

a) To approve the Minutes of the LPC Meeting held on Wednesday 8th September 2021. 
The open minutes of the LPC Meeting on 8th September 2021 were approved as 
amended; Proposed – NC Seconded -SC 

b) It was agreed that the Minutes of the Annual Contractors meeting will be noted, 
proposal to ask for comments from attendees prior to bringing back for approval to 
November LPC meeting. ACTION: PP to liaise with PSNC on correct procedure for 
Annual Meeting Minutes. 

 
1021-4 Actions Review/Matters arising. 

 
621.9a: This can now be removed from the Action Plan  
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721.6d: It was agreed to try and get the leaders to LPC meetings. There will be more 
information available in November 
 
721.10b: Check on eRD hesitancy in Seisdon: PP had received an email prior to the meeting but 
had not had chance to look at it yet. 
 
721.10b: Dr Rasib: There hasn’t been a response from Sharuna Reddy. Local Feedback indicated 
that they had some leeway but if patients are out of medication, then they should be referred 
to the surgery for an emergency prescription 
ACTION: PP to liaise with Gill Hall to see if there had been a spike in Emergency Supply requests. 
 
821.4: Glossary of Terms – work in progress 
 
821.6a: RSG: this is ongoing. More focus groups have been announced. 
 
921.7d: PCN Lead vacancies update: Stafford Central: Salman Ahmad from Lloyds Millbank has 
agreed to take this post. 
Mercian: there are two candidates, and the vote has gone out to Contractors. Closing Monday 
25th October 
Stone/Eccleshall, Seisdon and Lichfield are still vacant. 
 

821.5 Regulation  

a) No significant Change Relocation: ME1213 – Boots UK Limited WS11 8 XP – CAS -93920-
B3Z1S3 
Boots at Orbital Centre moving across the car park to another unit. Agreed that this will 
go to the Sub Committee for delegated response ahead of the closing date. 

 
821.6 Lead 

a) Annual LPC Conference – Thursday 16th September 2021 
All the information and resources are available online. These are available to the press as 
well as LPC delegates and staff. 
Key things reported are: 
RSG – the Project Manager is now in place and there are various focus groups. 
Website – we are in Wave 2. PP is attending a webinar on Friday, and we hope to move 
over in November. 
All payments have been made for COVID contingency and they have started taking back 
the advanced payments. 
It was suggested that Members look at the slides and come back with any questions. 
There was a discussion about referral process for Hypertension. It was agreed that PP 
take it to LMC and, we can see what we can do locally. 

b) November Meeting of LPCs – Wednesday 10th November 2021 
We need 2 delegates to attend. KE and JP volunteered. 
The November LPC meeting is to be re-arranged for the 24th November and will be 
virtual via Zoom. 

c) Independent Review 
NPA are coordinating the response for independent sector; they had included a 
proposal on voting in the latest +LPC Connect email - ACTION: PP to share the NPA +LPC 
Connect email with members. 

d) IPMO & ICS – IPMO workstream membership 
This has been summarised in the meeting reports.  
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Some progress in engagement with ICS - Sue Thomson has been invited to the People 
Board; Amanda Lovatt (North Staffs Area) sits on the Antimicrobial Resistance Group 
from a CCG point of view. They are trying to get more funding and considering a 
business case for the ICS to fund a Chief Pharmacist position for the system, as has 
happened in a few other areas. Andy Pickard is trying to use LPN resource to provide 
operational support for Sue Thomson and the group. 
 

e) Primary Care Networks 
The next PCN Lead meeting is in the evening of 14th October 2021.  

f) CPWM & CHS SOC 
Nothing further from CPWM since the last LPC meeting. 
 
SOC met yesterday.  Ahead of the meeting CHS had shared their new Articles of 
Association which had been approved in September 2021. These were different from 
the PSNC ones and the original ones. 
There is no purpose for the company listed in the articles and shareholders and 
members weren’t defined. 
CHS are trying to build sustainability for the future and find ways to get income. 
They also think that SOC is the wrong name, and they would rather they be a Business 
Development Partner. However, as CHS are not the only Commissioner LPCs deal with it 
would mean we would have to offer that for all Commissioners.  
This would have to go to the CPWM Meeting to be discussed to see what LPCs thought 
of the proposal. 
We would also have to have Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with CHS. 
ACTION: Look at what happens at the next CPWM and report back at the November 
2021 meeting.  

g) CCA questions 
To be carried over to next month and then submit the three months. 

h) AIMp questions 
No change to the AIMp questions. AC to submit 

1021-7 
 

Be Effective 
a) Changing the November LPC Meeting date – already discussed 
b) Meeting Reports (Docs 1021.7b) 

MAPCOG: Feedback on CPCS referral. Concern expressed over referrals from SystmOne 
practices were not easy to identify within NHS mail, although believed that SystmOne 
email title can be changed – to be clarified. Connected Pharmacy Programme – Money 
has been found for each ICS area to run some networking to look at projects across the 
area. It’s a way to get Community Pharmacy engaged with and develop links to other 
local pharmacists ie those working in GP practices, PCNs and secondary care. There is a 
good case for ensuring the people attending are funded. We want to make the link; we 
want to support the PCN Leads, and we want to try and fund them. However, this is not 
following the PSNC guidance which is that LPCs shouldn’t fund PCN leads for non-PQS 
activity. We have allocated the funding this year and it was considered that it would be 
harsh to take it away mid-year. When the budget is allocated next year, we can then 
consider what to do. 

c) Services Subcommittee report 
They are going to divide the website up and go through and review the content before 
the migration in November, so we update with current material. 
There was a query over whether all the Extended Care information would be better 
placed on the CPWM or NHS Midlands website. 
ACTION: PP to check with CPWM and NHSE. 
Try and get Pharmacies and Contractors more engaged in the Tier 1 & 2 services, 
particularly as a significant number of referrals are for (eg) UTIs. 
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CPCS – try and get more Contractors involved. SH to discuss with PCN Leads at 
tomorrow’s meeting. And to look at improving communications. Concerns expressed that 
as NHSE&I services will move to being commissioned through ICSs that we seek 
extensions to these through 2022 to ensure continuity. 
ACTION: To work to ensure that PGDs are extended beyond 31st March 2022.  
SH to come back to the Subcommittee with final draft of Humankind service. 

d) Finance – Year to date performance 
i. Trial Balance (Doc 1021.7dii) – no questions 
ii. Budget Variance (Doc 1021.7diii) – no questions 
iii. Finance Sub Committee Report 
We have £140,000 in our accounts which is well in excess of our planned reserves of 6 
months’ expenditure. Our remaining expenses due are likely to be around £60,000 this 
year, which in reality will be lower as face-to-face meetings have started later than 
expected. There was discussion around how we move forward with the reserves. 
It was agreed that we have a levy holiday of 3 months. 
We can then decide what to do when we discuss next year’s budget. 
Should proposals made in the Wright Review result in LPCs merging (which could be in 
April 2023) there will be a need to balance reserves in all merging LPCs to ensure equity 
of funding for the new body. 

e) Correspondence 
Nothing to add. 

  
Maximise Opportunities 

a) GP CPCS Update 
This month has been disappointing. We had started well but this has tailed off slightly. SH 
will be going back and challenging some practices. 
Cannock CCG want more information so they can drive it forward. 
At PCN meeting tomorrow SH will be encouraging PCN leads to go round practices and 
promote the service. 
SH has a meeting with the NHS Midlands and the hope is that they will encourage 
practices to use the software which has been funded for all EMIS practices. 
There is now a specific target in GPs PCN version of PQS and they have to come up with  a 
plan to go live and increase the number of referrals. Next year there will be a specific 
target for each practice.  
SH is going to try to get NHS Midlands to write to GPs and encourage them to include 
CPCS in their plans for winter pressures. 
ACTION: This should be highlighted at upcoming LRC forum. 
NHS Midlands have got access to more money to support the role out of CPCS. Central 
NHS are concerned that its not happening quick enough. We are trying to put together a 
sensible option that some money will go to LPCs to support groups on the ground and 
some to NHS Midland to provide a data source, to give us the information. If we don’t 
come up with a sensible option then they will employ a national source that will contact 
people virtually. 
ACTION: LD to include this in her View from the Chair and SH to provide a briefing to 
support that. 

b) Staffordshire COVID-19 LFT Testing Service 
Contract extended in Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent. There are monthly targets in 
Staffordshire as they have money to fund it. 
There is a problem in that some vaccination centres are asking people to do a LFT after 
their vaccination, while they wait for 15 minutes afterwards. There has been a discussion 
as to whether this should be done before the vaccination as if you have a positive result, 
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you should go home and not have the vaccination. This has been emailed to SH and asked 
for comments. SH is going to email the large vaccination centres and ask for their 
comments.  

c) Extended Care Service 
This has been covered during the meeting. 

1021-9 Contractor Support (not covered elsewhere) 
a) PQS 2021-22 

We discussed this at the last meeting. 
LD had shared her document on PQS timelines with SH and PP so they can refer to and 
adapt. 
There is a worry that Contractors just won’t have the capacity and some Contractors 
will get left behind. Our role is to support them.  
ACTION: LD will highlight this again in her View from the Chair. 
PSNC have a checklist on their website that Contractors can access. 
 

1021-10 Commissioners Report 
a) NHS England – nothing specific most issues already covered. 
b) CCG 

EB replied on eRD as mentioned earlier. 
There is a plan to hold a PCN wide meeting involving all stakeholders where eRD is 
discussed. 
Self-care week is commencing 15th November. 
Out of Stock – CCG are looking at ways to communicate this to CP. They need to know if 
community pharmacies are having problems with out-of-stock medicines and what they 
are. 
CCG also now asking about referrals from GPs to CPCS. 

c) Staffordshire Public Health – no update. 
 

1021-11 Any Other Business 
a) KE: had a lot of clinical problems, two of which were serious. It was advised that these 

should be reported but as pharmacies do not have access  to Datix where this should be 
done? LD suggested National Reporting and Learning System as minimum. ACTION: KE 
to summarise them to PP who will take them to EB. AC will also bring it up at the next 
Medicines Safety meeting too. 
ACTION: Look at how we deal with Clinical Incidents. PP to raise at meeting with Amin 
Mitha . 

b) MW asked members to submit their expenses. 
c) JP: PCN Leads are struggling to get in touch with Clinical Directors, this is one of the 

things needed for PQS. They need to contact them and then inform the Contractors. 
ACTION: SH and PP to provide PCN Leads with a template email that they can send to 
CD informing them of the targets. This could be given to them at tomorrow’s meeting 

d) DMS: Sue Thomson is going to be working with hospitals to do more referrals. 
e) NC: Queried about PharmOutcomes not being free from March and what the payment 

will be. Confirmed that cost should be less than £1 per record/transaction, group 
discounts available. Also there are other providers – Sonar, Positive Solutions and 
Cegedim (Pharmacy Manager) all have solutions. 

f) PP had circulated dates for Gill’s celebration meal. Asked if members could reply by end 
of today. 

g) SH to do the additional View from the Chair. 
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 1021-12 Next Meeting: Wednesday 24th November 2021 at 10:00 – via Zoom 
   
 
Documents: 
1021.3a – Draft September Minutes  
1021.3b – Draft Annual Contractor Meeting Minutes 
1021.4 – Actions List 
1021.7b – Meetings Reports 
1021.7di – Trial Balance to 30th September 2021 
1021.7dii – Budget variance to 30th September 2021 
 
 
LPC Meeting – Wednesday 13th October 2021   Agenda Items in BOLD 
 
 
NHSE&I Communications Received 

a) 23/09/2021: PCSE Market Entry – No Significant Change Relocation: ME1213 - Boots UK Limited 
WS11 8XP - CAS-93920-B3Z1S3  

PSNC Communications Received 
 
07/10/2021: PSNC News: Pharmacy Commissioning: PNE Pharmacy briefing on combating health 
inequalities| Hypertension Case-Finding Service commences| Flu vaccination for frontline primary care 
staff 
07/10/2021: PSNC News: LPC News 
08/10/2021: PSNC News: RSG Update 
08/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Advance payments webinar nor on-demand| The year at PSNC| 
CPCS Buyers Guide published| Submission of Temporary Safeguarding Payment claims| MHRA Drug Safety 
Update 
11/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Guidance on accessing DHSC flu vac stock published| PSNC 
press coverage on flu vac supply| Safety culture survey| Extension of emergency regs 
13/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Record number of flu jabs delivered| Hypertension Case-
Finding webinar on-demand| PQS assessment framework| CPCS IT webinar| Guidance of commissioning 
pharmacy services 
14/10/2021: PSNC News Alert: Health Secretary backs expanded minor ailment’s role for pharmacy 
15/10/2021: PSNC News: October 2021 Price Concessions 1st update 
15/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: PSNC Policy Team blog| Commissioning toolkit| PNA guidance 
published| International Pharmacy Technician Day| Kent LPC CEO vacancy 
18/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Outgoing PSNC CEO gives Pharmacy Show speech| New paper 
FP34Cs and changes to sorting requirements| RPS inclusion and diversity events 
19/10/2021: PSNC News: Price Concessions 2nd Update 
19/10/2021: PSNC News: Focus group update, Contractor voting process 
20/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Funding to support community pharmacy integration| PSNC 
PNA guidance published|Pharmacy IT survey| How PSNC promoted pharmacy in 2020\21 
 
 
 


